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SITE LINES
NEWS FROM THE FOREST
We went into the summer field
season thinking that we would
be at risk for a heavy fire season. Luckily the rains started in
June helping the immediate
moisture issues across most of
the Forest. Currently the Santa
Fe is out of fire restrictions.
While the moisture is great for
keeping fire season low, it does
cause issues with field survey
and road conditions. The Heritage Team is working to keep
the field season going, even
with monsoons happening.
The exciting news is that
Debbie Cress, previously the

Deputy Forest Supervisor for
the Santa Fe, was named Forest Supervisor. Her old position
of Deputy has not been permanently filled yet. There is a new
District Ranger at Cuba. Patrick
Petracca was temporarily in the
position after Jamie Bennett
retired, and was named permanent ranger a few months ago.
Finally, Sandy Hurlocker, District Ranger for the Espanola
RD, has announced that he
plans to retire at the end of the
fiscal year (September 2021).
Continued on page 2

COUNCIL CHAIR’S MESSAGE
Greetings Site Stewards! I hope
the summer finds you happy,
safe, and well.
As we enter the fall season, the
Site Steward Council has several open positions. Elected members serve one year, with an
option for an additional year.
Several of us are near the end
of our two-year term, including
the council chair (me) and vicechair (Bob Florek). We also
need a secretary, a budget
coordinator, and two at-large
members. If you are interested
in serving in one of these positions, please let any of us on the
council know.

Area team leaders and assistant area team leaders serve on
the council as long as they hold
those positions.
Council meetings are usually
held quarterly in the Santa Fe
National Forest office in Santa
Fe, off I-25 at NM 599. The
meetings are on Saturday
mornings and last about two
hours. Needless to say, this
past year has been light on
meetings, but I expect that we
will resume in-person meetings
this winter, depending on the
trajectory of the coronavirus.

— Will Dearholt
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NEWS FROM THE FOREST, continued
The employees are still mainly teleworking
due to COVID-19 conditions. There is talk
that offices will start to open about October
1. with employees returning to the office.
However, the Secretary of Agriculture
(USDA) stated that masks will be mandatory in Federal buildings, regardless of
vaccination status, if the community has
"substantial" or "high" transmission on the
CDC COVID Data Tracker. As of August
2nd, all Ranger District offices and the
Supervisor’s Office are in counties in the
Substantial range. What this means for
opening offices and bringing employees
back from teleworking is yet to be seen.
In the Spring, the Heritage Team had a
meeting with Jacque Kocer, a Ph.D. candidate at UNM. She is currently developing a
non-profit called the Gallina Research Institute for Indigenous Technology (GRIIT).
They will be based at the Gallina Canyon
Ranch near the Chama River Wilderness
area. GRIIT will focus on empowering
Native American communities through educational programs promoting revitalization
efforts, healing, and sovereignty. Part of the
plan is to develop a collaboration with the
Forest to conduct archaeological survey in
areas in and around the Ranch property.
This will hopefully be a great collaboration
for the Forest and may be able to serve as
an introduction/recruitment organization for
future Site Stewards.
The Espanola/Coyote Zone has a temporary Zone Archaeologist, here for 120-day
detail while Jana Comstock is on leave.
Sarah Thibideau will be on the Forest until
the end of September. We are lucky to have
her for this period of time. Below is a brief
introduction from Sarah.
— Kathi Turner

Hello. Let me introduce myself. My name is
Sarah Thibideau and I am currently detailing as the Zone Archaeologist for the Coyote and Espanola Ranger Districts of the
Santa Fe National Forest. I live in Northern
California, near the city of Mount Shasta,
and work out of the town of McCloud on
the Shasta-Trinity National Forest. My
career with the Forest Service began as a
Youth Conservation Crew (YCC) member
on the Hoosier National Forest in Southern
Indiana. One of our projects was to assist
the forest heritage program manager in
moving an historic cabin. We systematically catalogued which beams and boards
went where, took notes and photographs,
then dismantled the cabin. After it was
moved to its new location, we helped the
carpenters reassemble it in the original
fashion. I remember thinking to myself,
“That is the job I want!”
I developed my passion for archaeology
and worked with the Forest Service as a
seasonal archaeological technician on the
Hoosier while attending college. In 2001, I
was fortunate enough to earn permanent
employment with the agency and over the
past 20 years I have worked as an archaeologist as well as a firefighter. I began my
detail here on the Santa Fe in June of this
year and will be staying on until the end of
September. In only two short months I
have seen so many amazing sites, learned
countless amounts of fascinating things
and made some great new acquaintances.
The dedication of the site stewards here is
so wonderful and your work is appreciated
by the forest. Thank you all so much! I
hope I will get to meet some of you while I
am here. This truly is a wonderful place.
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SITE STEWARD FOUNDATION ANNUAL UPDATE
Updated 07/29/21

The 2021 SiteWatch and Foundation
annual meeting and election of officers
was held online over two days, Friday,
April 16, and Saturday, April 17. Members
of the Foundation voted on a new Board of
Directors, with the addition of Shelley
Thompson as a Member-at-Large.
Shelley was a previous Member-at-Large
for many years, and we welcome her return to the Board of Directors. Other
current board members are Gary Newgent
(President), Phil Young (Vice President),
Mary Jebsen (Secretary), Ray Willison
(Treasurer), and Bill Hudson (Member-atLarge).
Anne Ravenstone and Chris Gardner,
both Members-at-Large of the Foundation
Board of Directors, retired from the board
in 2020. Anyone interested in joining the
Board of Directors may contact Gary
Newgent at sitestewardfoundation@gmail.com.
The Archaeological Society of New Mexico’s 2021 annual meeting was held online
on Saturday evening, May 8, 7:00 - 9:00
pm. Next year’s ASNM annual meeting is
planned to be held at the Sagebrush Inn,
Taos, New Mexico inearly May 2022.
This year’s Pecos Conference will be held
August 5 - 8, 2021, near Mancos, Colorado: www.pecosconference.org.

The Foundation Board of Directors made
the difficult decision to not award a grant in
2021. Grant applications that are received
in 2021 will be held for future consideration. The decision to offer a $1,000 grant
in 2022 will be announced by the Foundation Board of Directors at the annual meeting in spring 2022. To review a list of
previous grants awarded, visit “Projects”
on our website,
www.sitestewardfoundation.org.
Please help us make our goal of over 100
members in 2021. If you are not a member of the Site Steward Foundation, or
have not renewed your membership for
2021, please consider joining or renewing
today. The Foundation accepts credit
cards for membership dues and donations
on our website,
www.sitestewardfoundation.org.
If you would like to be notified of Foundation tours and activities, please subscribe
to our email list on the Foundation website.
— Gary Newgent, President
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WOLF DRAW FIRE ON THE CUBA RANGER DISTRICT
In late May and early June, Santa Fe NF
Archaeologist Kathi Turner and Jemez
Ranger District Archaeologists Mary
Allyson Wolf and Rebecca Baisden
assisted the Cuba Ranger District as
Resource Advisors during the Wolf Draw
Fire to ensure that fire suppression activities did not impact cultural resources.
The Wolf Draw Fire started on the Cuba
Ranger District on May 29, 2021. Caused
by an abandoned campfire, the fire spread
northeast to Corral Canyon and Forest
Figure 2. Gallina unit house with low to moderate
Road 310, resulting in approximately 712 burn severity
acres of burned National Forest land
(Figure 1).

Figure 3. Gallina unit house severely burned

Figure 1. View of Wolf Draw Fire

A total of 12 previously recorded cultural resources were located within the
perimeter of the fire and included precontact Gallina sites dating from 1100
A.D. to 1275 A.D. which were first recorded in 1981 by Herbert Dick. Unit
houses and towers experienced a range
of fire effects from none whatsoever
(Figure 2) to those that are more extreme, such as heavy sooting and
scorching (Figure 3).

There was a single rock art site that saw
no fire effects (Figure 4). Artifacts showed
minor scorching and sooting.

Figure 4. Rock art site with pecked hand image

Continued on page 5
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WOLF DRAW FIRE, continued
Artifact types in the general area included
Gallina ceramics such as Black-on-White
and Plainware, including a jar sherd with
an applique design (Figure 5), and lithic
debitage and stone tools such as projectile
points and a stone axe (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Hafted stone axe

Figure 5. Plainware ceramic with applique

Relocating cultural resources in the area
proved difficult as documentation was of an
older vintage and locational information
may be slightly off.

Archaeologists from the Cuba and Jemez
Ranger Districts plan to revisit the Wolf
Draw Fire area in the Fall of 2021 in the
hopes of documenting previously recorded archaeological sites, but also possible
new sites that were discovered during fire
suppression activities.
— Article and photos, Rebecca Baisden

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT
Mike Bremer, who we all know and
love, writes: “I will be leaving the THPO
position at San Ildefonso in October and
the Pueblo has started the process of
looking for a replacement to shadow me
for part of the time between now and
then. If you are interested in the position
or know of someone who might be interested in the position, please share the
announcement with them. Also please
feel free to distribute the announcement

through your network and listserv. It's
critical they contact the source in the
announcement rather than contacting me.
I will be happy to answer questions. but
please follow the instructions in the announcement if you are interested or know
of others who might be. It's a great place to
work and the Pueblo is very supportive of
historic preservation.”
For the announcement, please contact
Kathy Arquero: <karquero@sanipueblo.org>
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ARCHAEOLOGY AND DEALING WITH FIRE
Anne Beckett recently spoke with Kathi
Turner, Heritage Program Manager, Santa
Fe National Forest. She asked Kathi to
share with the site stewards how archaeologists are involved in forest fire response to
protect sites. Here are Kathi’s insights into
the process.
How did you and your colleagues become
involved in the Wolf Draw Fire?
Cultural resources are one of the resources
that have to be mitigated on wildfires. Most
wildfire responses are run through the Incident Command system (IC), of which there
are varying levels (5 being lowest and 1 requiring most experience/complex). The bigger or more complex the fire, the more complex the IC team is and the more positions
are involved. Archeologists are generally
brought in on fires to perform either as Resource Advisor/Fire line Resource Advisor
(READ/REAF) or Archaeologist (ARCH).
With the Wolf Draw fire, Aly Wolf, Becky
Baisden, and myself were brought in as
READ/REAFs.
There is a national availability system for
personnel; however, as Wolf Draw was on
the Forest and the IC Type 3 team was a
Regionally local team, they contacted the
Zone Archaeologist (Pete Taylor) to ask for
qualified people. Dispatch personnel contacted us to see if we were available to
work on the fire. Fire details can last up to
14 days, and if you commit to going to a fire
you usually need to be available for the full
14 days.
The lead READ works with the Forest and
the local resources (Heritage, Wildlife, Hydrology, etc.) to ensure that any sensitive
cultural resource is protected as much as
possible during fire suppression. The READ

also works on the fire rehabilitation plan for
the Forest. The lead READ works with the
IC team to determine whether other personnel (READs or fire line ARCHs) are
needed.
We were brought on to Wolf Draw to work
with the bulldozers and other crews because of the many archaeological sites in
the fire area. We took the opportunity to
educate the crews to become extended
eyes on the ground. Most crews do a great
job when they know what to be aware of
and how to interact with sensitive sites. The
fire crews on the Wolf Draw fire did an excellent job of bringing sites and artifacts to
our attention throughout the fire. They were
excited to learn more about the area and
felt engaged in protection of the resources
because of the information and support
they got from the IC Team and the READ
team.
How do archaeologists and fire crews work
together?
Depending on the ownership of the lands, it
can vary widely. If bulldozers are involved
in fire suppression, we try to have a firequalified archaeologist working with the
bulldozer during line construction. At times
we work with Type 1 and 2 crews digging
fire line through sensitive areas. We also
provide consultation and education to the
IC Team and the crews for mitigating sensitive sites or Tribal concerns. Many archaeologists have other fire qualifications and
work with fire crews in other positions. This
not only provides learning experience for
the fire crews, but also for the archaeologists to better enhance their ability to “read”
fire on the landscape.
Continued on page 7
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ARCHAEOLOGY AND DEALING WITH FIRE, continued
Please share some of your past experience
with fire and archaeological sites.
Most of the Heritage staff have some level
of fire experience. In 2000, when I was with
the Park Service, I started doing initial attack and helicopter crew member assignments in the Four Corners area and
throughout the west. I continued working in
fire as a collateral duty with the Forest Service in Missouri.
The archaeology-related fire experiences
I’ve had included going up to a fire in South
Dakota to consult on fire and petroglyph
panels. After advising that lighting a backfire would not adversely affect the panel, I
was assigned to work with a dozer constructing fire line. This was an experience
where knowing fuels and fire came into
play. The nearest fuels were small fine
(short grasses), and burning them did not
affect the petroglyphs. Burning them kept
the main fire away because the panel was
surrounded in “black.”
Another interesting experience was conducting NEPA and creating a burn plan for
prescribed fire in a historic cemetery in Missouri. The cemetery was part of a listed
National Historic District dating to 18801885. Local people still visited the cemetery and were interested in maintaining the
structures (short stone walls around some
of the graves). The cemetery was located in
an oak forest and overgrown with shrubs.
The vegetation was impacting the graves
and grave markers. We went in with chainsaws, thinned the area, then conducted a
prescribed burn. Now a prescribed burn is
conducted every five years. After the first
time we burned the cemetery, we were able
to go in and locate several graves that were
not previously visible.

Prescribed burn in historic cemetery. Photo courtesy
of Kathi Turner.

As the Heritage Program Manager, what
might your role be in efforts by the Forest
Service taking preventive measures against
future fires, for example, controlled burns.
All members of the Heritage team work with
the fuels and timber programs to conduct
projects on the Santa Fe. For prescribed
burns, we work with the Fuels Program to
conduct surveys in proposed burn areas and
develop mitigation measures for archaeological sites based on their sensitivity to fire.
We then work with the fire/fuels program to
“treat” the sites prior to burns. These treatments could range from doing nothing, to
moving dead and downed limbs/trees off the
site, to removing hazardous trees near
certain features. If there are fire-sensitive
features (e.g., a wood structure), we work
with the crews to remove fuels and sometimes dig a hand-line around the feature.
Everything we do for prescribed burns assists with mitigating effects during a wildfire.
Incident teams work with the Forest and try
to protect all resources where they are able.
However, the situation during wildfires is
much more volatile, and the safety of personnel comes first and foremost above preserving an archaeological site.
— Kathi Turner, with Anne Beckett
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A VISIT TO CASA MALPAIS NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARK
Casa Malpais, Inhabited from around 1240
to 1350 CE by the Mogollon, is considered
an ancestral home by the Hopi and
Zuni. This pueblo ruin is situated on the
volcanic terraces that rise above the Little
Colorado River near the town of Springerville, AZ. A trio of SFNF site steward
friends, Paula Lozar, Irene Wanner, and
Susan McGrew, visited this unique site in
June to marvel at the ingenuity of these
Puebloan ancestors.

largest in the U.S. Volcanic rock provided
the building material for a Great Kiva, compounds containing about 60 ground floor
rooms with evidence of second and third
story levels, a hidden staircase to the mesa
top, and a large circular Solar Calendar.

Since Great Kivas are associated with only
a few thirteenth and fourteenth century sites,
Casa Malpais may have served as a central
ritual site for the surrounding area. It is postulated that it may also have been a regional
The Pueblo III – Pueblo IV site was named trading center. The Kiva is rectangular, with
“House of the Badlands” by the early Span- benches around the sides and a small outer
ish settlers for its unusual location among
room that may have stored ceremonial obthe volcanic terraces (vesicular basalt rock) jects or provided a staging area for ceremoof the Springerville Volcanic Field, the third nies.
Continued on page 9

The rectangular kiva at Casa Malpais is located on a large terrace halfway up the mesa. The walls are unmortared vesicular basalt, about three feet thick. The pueblo ruins continue onto the terrace above, and
there is a hidden staircase from that level to the top of the mesa.
Photo by Paula Lozar.
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CASA MALPAIS, continued
The Solar Calendar consists of a low stone
wall enclosing a space 26 meters in diameter with five “gates.” A gate on the northern
side of the structure is oriented to true
north, but the southwestern gate is offset to
allow a shaft of light to enter during sunset
at summer and winter solstices, as well as
the equinoxes. A nearby Bear Claw petroglyph is illuminated during the vernal equinox sunset, possibly reflecting the bear
clans of the Hopi and Zuni tribes.
There are many other petroglyphs and
grinding slicks throughout the site. Petroglyph panels adorn the cliff face behind the
pueblo, called the Hidden Valley. These
panels mark the summer and winter solstices at noon. Petroglyphs were also found on
the Great Kiva and in the valley below the
pueblo where the residents farmed the flood
plain.
The volcanic terraces on which the pueblo
was built are laced with deep fissures.
Many were filled in with rocks to provide
more building space, but some fissures
formed caves that served as storage areas,

work areas, and possibly burial sites. The
open fissures have been blocked to tours
out of respect for the native peoples who
claim the site.
Archaeologists and townspeople worked
closely with the Hopi and Zuni tribes during
the excavations to honor their beliefs and
customs and the sacred nature of the site.
It was decided to excavate only rooms and
areas that had been vandalized or disturbed. The rest of the rooms were backfilled to preserve them.

The site is significant for the information
it provides about one of the least known
cultural complexes in the Southwest during
one of the most critical time periods. Most
large Mogollon sites were abandoned by the
Pueblo III period; Casa Malpais is one of the
few known sites that span both Pueblo III
and IV periods.
Casa Malpais is a credit to the town of
Springerville, which purchased the site,
financed part of the excavation and reconstruction, and created the Springerville
Heritage Center to house the artifacts. The
town protects the site from vandals and
runs tours of the site by knowledgeable
guides. Reservations are required (call
928-333-5375), and the museum, with its
video introduction and artifact displays, is an
excellent resource for additional information
on the site.

We all agreed it was a worthwhile and interesting excursion (and nearby Lyman Lake,
where we camped, is a treasure trove of
petroglyphs!).
— Susan McGrew
The solar calendar is on a terrace below the main
part of the pueblo. The space could also have
served as a market or a location for ceremonial gatherings (or all of the above.) Photo by Paula Lozar
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“Comparisons Between Mimbres Ceramics and Jornada Mogollon
Petroglyphs and Pictographs” by Margaret "Marglyph" Berrier, San
Diego Rock Art Association virtual meeting. Aug. 15, 2021, 5 PM
MDT. Preregistration required at www.sdraa.org.
Continuing the Mimbres theme: “Pre-Hispanic Copper Artifacts
Recovered from the Gila National Forest—Mimbres Area of Southwestern New Mexico” by Christopher D. Adams. August 19, 7:00
PM MT, Old Pueblo Archaeology Center Zoom. Register at https://
zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_U4MT21z6Qhm-jP4XMblodw.
Note: The Site Steward Council will be meeting (outdoors) later in
August. One topic of discussion is the Annual Meeting — should
we hold one, and, if so, when, where, and what type of meeting
(indoors, outdoors, or campout). Stay tuned!
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Editor’s Note
Many thanks to Kathi Turner,
Heritage Program Manager,
SFNF; to Becky Baisden, Assistant Zone Archaeologist for the
Cuba and Jemez Ranger Districts; to Anne Beckett, Gallina
ATL; and to Susan McGrew,
site steward, for contributing
articles to this issue.
The changing conditions on the
Forest, due both to weather and
to the COVID pandemic, have
kept many site stewards from

performing our usual monitoring
duties. As conditions change,
we all hope to resume site visits
at our usual frequency.
If you would like to share what
you learned on a site visit, or
your experiences on a recent
trip of archeological interest,
Site Lines welcomes your contribution — especially if it includes photos. See your name
in print!! Contact the Editor if
you have any questions.

